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CASE STUDY EXPERIENCE 'OF A C6LLASORAT/VE AND RESPONS±VE

FORM OF PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOR TEACHERS

John Smyth.

School of.2ducation

Deakin University

ABSTRACT

. Colin Henry

School of. Education

Deakin University,

The argliment in this paper is that teachers' interpretations

and theories about what works in classrooms, can and should

constitute the bads of change. Teachers have the capacity to

engage in practical ,reflection through collaboration that

enriches their sense of what is feasible and possible as well as

transforming their understanding of those realities. Critical

reflection, holvever, requires various forms of assistance, and

in this case it occurred through the provision of a paradigm,

the Cogan (1973)/Goldhammer (1969) notion of clinical

supervision.

Our me of clinical supervision over six months in 1982 with 14

teachers in 4 primary schools and a high school, was basedt(upon

co- operation consultation, observation and afSedbaqk between and among

teachers abou. each others' teachin0 It was neither. in the

pathological sense, 'nor 'supervisory', in the quality control sense.

Rather4 trusted teaching colleagues assisted each other to analyse their

teaching through 'cycles of observation, analysis and Aiscusiion of data
4

to establish %Oared franeworks of meaning, within which improvement was

possible. Thy effect was that teachers were able to exercise a greater

degree of reallcOntrol over their work environment, and the direction ant
.

pace of their awn professional development. Teachers, becamepctive and

conscious agehts in the determination of their own practice, rather than

passive channels for other people's agendas (Smythe-11982a).

,



Following-through In-Service Activity

11

Introducing teachers and principals to cl nical supervision over the

years, has convinced us that one -shot in- rvice workshops have no

respectable history and no likely future. Besides, we felt uncomfortable
e

with. the label of experts. We certainly knew nothing of the teaching

strengths of individual teachers, their ,teaching concerns, or their

specific classroom contexts. We were More at ease with the tag of

'facilitators' - co-workers helping teachers to gain insights and develop

ways of working together to gain appropriate personal knOwledge about
,...

their own teaching. Our . problem was finding a way of working with

teachers that acknowledged their legitimate aspiration for control and

. ownership, while recognising the need for outside support, encouragement

and coaching as they came to grips with the'realities-of their teaching.

Our 'follow through' in-service model :Smyth, Henry, Marcus, Logan &

Meadows, 1982) provided a way of helping' teachers incorporate clinical

supervision into their teaching: it comprised workshops, practical

in-school 4xperience, observation visits by us to their schools, and

reports by the teachers to teaching colleagues within their schools.

Unlike many in-service activities, our five part model was an attempt to
.r-td

provide follow-up support acid assistance to teachers ai they experimented

with clinical supervision.

F.

DUCTICW HANDS-ON
ORKSHOP EXPERIENCE'

IN CLASSES

.Figure1

A Follow-ThroughAgdel of Working
with Clinical Supervision'

REPLSCTV2i
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`4.; An induction workshop: Self-selected pairs of teachers were

introduCed to the concepts and practicalities of clinical. supervision

at a one day workshops they were also asked to give it a 'provisional

try' in their schools, and report on the experience at a subsequent

workshop. .



2. A hands-on phasel- Participants implemented an agreement they had

entered into with each other at the ,workshop, to give

supervision a try.' They kept a diar4 of their ex0eriences.

3. A_ reflection workshop: The original group reconvened to Nshare

experiewres gained through. using clinical supervision. Fix those who

continued, there were two more phases.

clinical
%

4. Prbcess feedback on-site: Some teachers allowed us to visit'their

school, observe them as they implemented clinical supervision, and

provide them with descriptive feedback to fine-tune the process so 4

that they could make whatever adjustments they fpli were necessary.

5. Presentation to colleagues: Reporting to Other teaching colleagues

on successful ,experiences with clinical supervision was important.

4, As well as sharing a willingness to keep dblleagues informed of

innovative practices being tried in the school4 actually providing an

experience -based account of an inndv4tipn gave teachers. an
,

opportunity to legitimate what they had been doing, to reflect. on the

efficiency of their efforts, and to invite others to became involved,

in the innovation, if they felt so incliftdp

On What was Learned

We believed we gained some important understandings abmkt introducing

clinical superVision to teachers. .

'Induction Workshop': During the induction workshop when teachers first.

heard about the concept of clinical supervision and were shown what it

looks' like via videotape, Uley were given an opportunity thrOUgh'

discuAsion to explore with others in a similar situation to their own,

'how this is- goiAg to affect us'. This opportunity to project forwati,

to foreshadow problems, and to formulate strategic. responses to

potentially worrying issues, was an important part of making real

linkages between the theory .of clinical supervision and . the

practieilities of -how it worked in down-to-earth teaching situations. A

crucial aspect for each

was the opportunity to

teaching that they could

pair of teachers likely to be working together,

think ana talk through an aspect of their own

focus upon on returning.to thoir mchool.
o
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DeV'eloping thiscommitment to. action before the condi40bn the
, ii.

first workshop -wad a ,centre-piece of the whole process. ,The ov4rall

importance and significapce of a prior d'omilitMent to'adtion should not be
.`-T

t under-rated.
m
Tog "Often, atomising new-, ideas ,generated In :workshOp

situations -Tail to bake hold in schools simply bechese..the pleas of
%

,everyday realities associatot with schooling tends'to Crowd oiet all but
.

1 .

those aspects la teaching . to wh2ch terhens ,have an unassailable

commitment. Leaving -'tile induction wrkahop after having made two

comoitments*, 'Ile to a trusted colleague,a1.., the other to the groUp), to

give clinical ,supervision a try, wad an important advancle over

'traditional in- service strategies. .

\ _-.._

4 l's 44 .
4 4 . .

,
This work hop 'was) an finlahtening experience because its puspoie,

intent and structure were quite contrary-to they way in- service activities
.44

Are -normally oondn'oted.'for teachers.. -There was even ,Someihing of an

implicit contradiction in what. was. being. attempted. Ate activity had..
Ne, .

certainly been laPelled'as an 'in-aSprice Activity', but as 'outsiders'!
. ,

we.tried'not to enact the tole expected of us as providers.of pedaOgical,
/

wisdom. What we had'to one: meth, not-have appeared to be particularly'
.

profound: vettini Ate hers to look at what goes' on in etatinaryt everyday
1

1. .

teaching, might snot s em to be 'innovative' at all. .Starting from where
. . at.

teachers are aetually.'ii.in their development as professionals sec* tO

be a deceptiyely .simple idea.. it is 'interesting
411

to
'

note thit in

reconstructing Cut, events of this workshop sometime afterwardsi'we-could

defect that Am teachers were;:inclined tg. interpret out int ntions at

other than face value. The result was an unnecessary tension within

themselves' which, while in some ways understandable, was nevertheless*

regrettable. Questions like 'What trethey ;many upato?' ',Where

their unstated motives?' indidated euspicioh of a hidden agenda. Tha

teachers' knowledge had nAk.beer. highly prised by outsiders in the past,

and their feelings and thoughts more often neglected than valued, did not

make it any easier for eel's teachers to 'accept the notion of clinical

supervision as a responsive, teacher-controlled fdtm of staff development.

'Pint tbe majdilty of participants,-the'experience of the first one day
. .

workshop was sufficient to convince them of the authenticity' of ,our
A

stated purpose. Wie were not there in any. kind of guiselwe were doing

what we had outlined as our Ronda** at the beginning, namely, trying toi_

e.
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IlelPtillell Tsblate areas of theiq teaching they might' look at', with some
,

..,
.,.,,,

e
guidance akit a anategy that m4ght enable them to do- thinga.,,,bhey:wanted

.

dine. Several indicated afterwaids, that the workshop had been a

,liberating experience for them. The comments speak for themselves:

)+ ? ..

.

knowing that,Att wee possible to have another.' teacher .

come into, ycJr classroom to give you positive, help
without' criticism, was really important.. Aiot of
teachers dot realise that is possible,

wal a comment from one teacher.

1

All was not sweetness and light immediately, of course. 'Cipp teaChet

admitted to being quite sceptical before.coMing to the workshop, but left

with quite rt different impression: "I was impressed that clinical

supervision wwas.a reciprocal kind of arrangement both.partneis tied an

equal role to play." The same teacher echoed a sentiment felt lO almost

all otheia who attended this workshop :' 'It was interesting to hear and

compare other teachers' concgtes.6 From anpther's 6... it was reassuring

to hear that other teachers had common teaching coricerns to my own." A

This opportUnity to talk about areas of their teaching that might be

problematic, and to hear from others, was a theft t)at constantly emerged

in comments ,about 'the induction workshop. One teacherojound it

especially useful1/4.to be able to leave the workshop ith a blueprint which

indicated precisely how .a colleague was going to look t her teaching

upoU, returning to her school. Another indidated the practicality of

plane made at the first workshop when she sa4d: "I actually used the

focus I isolated at the workshop -during my firlit cycle of clinical'

supervision." Although the proceedings of the day were action-oriented

and required people to decide to do something in the presence of a

colleague, one teacher valued the reassurance the gained:.

; was assured that we were not-going_to be cri \ically
looked at The events. of the day made it clear that
we were looking at concerns in our 9mn teaching,- and
this made me feel much better.

I
That teacher left the workshop still a little' concerned, but the concern

was ewe to dd with show she was'going' to play her role as helping

observer rather than\a worry about being critically scrutinised. The

most Important outcome of the'day,e activity for another teacher was

finding that:



Another staff member- was willing toogor% in,parinefshipi
with me, and help me in my ?recessional development,1
and allow me to participate in a aimflar manner..

siot

There is an important point that (merges from all of this Clinical

supervision is certainly a common-sense notion, certainly a simple

concept in'many ways. What the teachers at this workshop .indicated was

that common-sense, does not always equate with; common or widespread

practice. People were abl% to accept the inherent sensibility of

systematically analysing their teaching with a quite deliberate purpose

in mind, and could appreciate the advantages of and using the help of a

trusted colleague to do so. What was revealing, however, was that little

of this apparently 'common sense' practice had been actually occurring in

any school before the workshop.

An issue that was not altogether clear at the start of the project

was how and why this particular group of teachers actually came to be

.involved in the project. Apar% from the fact that they came from schools

where principals had an initial interest in clinical supervision, we knedp

little about' motives or aspirations when we began. As the project

progressed through its various phases, the personal agendai of the people

did become more apparenti To what extent did teachers' select themselves

into the project? TO what extent were decisions about involvement taken

c011bctively by the staff after being informed about what was involved? ,

These were not only significant questions, but they were ones that
'0
had a profound effect on the success or otherwise of the entire

activity.* We found

becomes involved in

final outcomes. It

clinical supervision

that involvement in making early decisions about who

innovati4, has a direct and cumulative effet on

see obvious enough to argue that, ventures like

bwpfEthat-7 'd so much on voluntary involvement, trust,
. ,

and mutual collaboration between teachers, sulk give due ,regard to the

way in which participants come into the activity. This, was not

appreciated at the start by everyone invblved.

One requirement we made, as organisers, was that volunteer teachers

who attended the workshop come in 'working pairs' or with 'buddies', so

that on return to their schools they would be 'able to actually do

clinical supervision with their Partner. It is .no mere coincidence that



the schools which sent more than one representative to the first workshop

all continued beyond the induction phase whereas dnly one of the schools

with a single participant made it beyond that stage.

Indications of a positive response to the _extended 'follow through'

in-service format was evident as early as the initial induction meeting.

Teachers, for instance, expressed their agreement with our version of the

limitations of the one-off style of in-service activity, and responded

epthusiastically when given the opportunity to plan for specific

in-school trials of the clinical supervision process. The most

compelling evidence' of their patisfaction with our launching of clinical

supeivision on this occasion was the subsequent appearance of almost all

the original 'starters' at the follow -up reflection workshop which was

,held one month after the original meeting.

It would be a mistake, to lose sight of the real intent of the

induction workshop. It wet a familiarigation exercise with q practical
4

follow-up component built into it. Each pair of teachers was given an

opportunity to tailomake the kind of,in7service he/she would like to

'try OW in. ttibit_ school., __Each depetted_from the -workshop with

knowledge about clinical supervision, with a clearly identified aspect

teaching to be examined back at school, and with a set of concrete plans .

for beginning their inquiry. each had made a commitment; not a

commitment to adopt clinical. supervision in any kind of perminent way,

but simply a commitment to give it -a try. At the conclusion of the

workshotot each personna had a clear- understandinq.Atat the group would

reassemble in four weeks time* when its members would relate their

experiences to others who had made similar efforts. There was no

compulsion, Mb coercion, only a commitment to _colleagues that if they

retuned they would do so with a willingness to exchange recollects

and reflections about their experiences. _A

Mandl -On-txperience /beset Our own research work. did not provide us with

any direct daii about this aspect of thp project. We. left implementation

of clinical suOrvision in the hands of teachers. The first workshop had

provided them with the theory and some demonstration of clinical

sdPervisiceN what they. in addition needed was practice at using the

;colossi. The only requitement. we.wented image teaoasOt were that they

Li

Of



follow the principles of clinical,,supervfgion as outlined tis the

workshop, and that they be prepared to report on their experiences at a

°follow-up workshop. For this purpose the ;experimenting teachers were

provided with a selection of guiding questions to think about as they

implemented the process and invited to prepare a qpe page summary of

their experiences of enacting, clinical supervision .to be shared during

the coming workshop.

Reflection Workshop: The process of assisting teachers to reflect on

their practice was a more complex matter than, we had first thought.

Simply inviting pairs of teachers,. dr clusters of teachers within schools

to utilise the clinical supervision process in their own classrooms was

hardly suffidient to guarantee the innovation a fair trial; The idea of

mutual support'on a wider scale wag crucial to the success of clinical
._,

supervision, especially in the early or formative stages. We found out
:

that teacherstieeded a supportive forum in which they were ahle'to share
,

their first-hand experiences with each other, thile heeri in about the
1 ,

problems, successeg and achievements of 'others who had ceit through

similar experience. Had we omitted to 'provide -this, opportunity for

sharing lived=eAp rienoes, we. would have seriously under-rated thoW
. e

importance of fhe kind of support and,encogragement .that teachers can

provkde for each other when toying out new -ideas..
. , , i

. ,4

In articulating: their thoughts and feelings about clinical

supervision, the participating teachers were able to provide.a.nuiber of

significant. Insights. Por exempts, almost' everYoe` who had tried

clinical supervision 'was apologetic for V
t

having completed more than %
A. .

omm or two cycles in the four weeki spice the indiction workshop. What ,

was surprising for Us was that teachers hati.elipectations that in their
. .

'Calready crowded schedules it' was possible to achisveimuch more than they

actually had done.. Thisin itsey was, a sobering expirience fof-many_t_

but as a result of their joint ,efforts they were able to come to a
\

collective realisation that engaging in' ieflectiOn'Of the kind isfilicit ,

in clinical supervision. %takes substantragl amounts of time. Without,

additional resources, the limitations on what it is posSible to achieve'

in work of this kind, become quite obvious. -.



The way in which most of the partiCipants became involved in the

program in basically a self-selecting way, also emerged as an issue.

While it is difficult to envisage participants becoming successfully

involved in clinical superv.isios on other than a voluntary basis, it

became .apparent that this kind of elective participation also has its

drawbaCks. The major difficulty was that of 'developing a community of

people who were involved in clinical supervision at any one site.

On-going discussions among participating teachers, were therefore quite

circumscribed. Even at one site where there were a number of partners

wocking together, one teacher indicated that lack of discussion aloOut

what was happeningiphad'led to feelingstof isolation. He feltithat he

would have benefited from more discussion with his colleagues at the

tiMe. His major regret was that of having to contain his feelings and

not .being given an opportunIty to share them,-until the .!econd workshop.

The most tangible benefit frc- the second workshop was the

teacher -to- teacher exchanges that occurred a . context of mutual

encouragement and support.\ While this was deliberai,ly planned because

of our conviction that teaoliers have a great deal to offer each other, it

was a surprise to same teachers to learn what could emerge from these
PP

exchanges. One person expressed it in these words:

'I really appreciated the persona; contributions of
other teachers - being able to listed to their doubts
and concsrna and finding that they often matched mine.

A

Such generous sentiments .were also echoed or others. As well as

promoting a clearer uhdetstanding of the advaatages of collaborative

learning and mutual support, the second workshop also represented

something of a'breakthrough in converting ideas into action.

in contrast to the common and often disappointing experience of many

. in-Ars/ice activities, where good ideas are presented and applauded but

Inever,,actually materialise in teacher4'- piactiOes, it became clear on
. .

pas occasion that new ideas actually had ben tested in practice. The

Immensely eifficult'task of overcoming personal and social intertia and

concretelylchanging. personal and institutional practices had been begun.

As):; teachers discussed' their experiendes there was an increased'
l

-tealisition oil the ielations ip between action' and knowledge and an

\yaa2preciation of the strategic Use of .00nStructing circumstancestthat
:

. quire practical action rather than mere speculation or supposition.

p

AP.
1



The expectations which people 'actually had about the usefulness of

clyinical supervision, and what they actually experienced, provided some
I

interesting contrasts. The process of requiring participants to prepare

a brief written report to be presented to the group at large, had

important and productive effects. This was in part linked to the

commitment that people had made at the end of the induction workshop to

give clinical supervision a try, and then return and report to the grOup

on what had happened. There was a strong sense of =lleagial support and

responsibility among those who continued on to the reflection workshop.

The indications were that althouch the idea of making apresentation in

front of colleagues was not without its anxiety, it 'was nevertheless

construed as being 1a worthwhile activity. For many of those who :took

part the real utility of the second workshop.lay in learning About the

variety of ways in which colleagues had been able to take up the process,

and in confirmation of individual impressions. Sane of the teachers'

comments worth noting include:

I really came to the workshop feeling that listening
to each other would be repetitive. I was pleasantly
surprised to find that there was a variety of
situations. I was _very interested to hear others'
experiences and impressions.

This was an intimate session where I felt I could
speak honestly without being embarassed. I was really
surprised at how comfortable I felt when it was my
turn to speak. These situations are usually pretty 4
tense for me..

r thought this was an excellent day; I realised that
nearly all the other teachers faced the same sort of
problems we did ... Just to hear how other teachers
used clilnical supervision, gave me many ideas about my
own teaching.

It gave me an indication, of many varied and different
ways clinical supervision can be used. It also
illustrated that all teacher* have areas of concern,
not just me, and it '(clinical supervision) is not just
for poor teachete.

esi

T

Even one member of the group who was quite negative about his

practical encounters with,. clinical' supervision tecause of the difficult

conditions which prevailed while he tried to implement it allowed acme

optimism to emerge through an ungtarded statements!



I didn't want to go (to the reflection workshop). I

couldn't see much purpose in it. I must be quite
.honest in that I was amazed that the time went so
quickly, for me anyway ... So, that in itself showed
there was some interest (for .me) I found it very
interesting, but as far as gaining anything, I don't
think I gained anything at all.

In effeCt) what the second workshop revealed was the participants'

willingnesp to go along with our two explicit expectations. (The first,

was the'_ attendance at the reflection,workshop implied an agreement ba

actually trial'clinical supervision; and the second, involved publicly

reporting per(onal findings arising from this experience to othera

similarly engaged in the same experimental work.)

At the most practical level, the experience of actually reconstructing

the events of how they used clinical supervision, the context in, which it

43cpupted, and with. what effect, provided a neat series of case studies

for other

siteations

found them

participants to thilk about in comparison with their own

The fact that other teachers had actually tried ideas, and

to work, was'an important piece of information.

Discoveries about aspects of their own teaching were personally

siglificant for these teachers. For example, the. 'teacher who wanted

information about the clarity of herdirectionsto students, found that:

"The data confirmed many things I thought I did. It helped me see that

'my ,directions were vague." , And on another occasion where a teacher's

concern was about the engagement of students during a creative writing

lesson:

The data, by and large, confirmed what I thought was
happening to childrens' 'work patterns. However, we
found one kid, with a low output of work, yet the data
clearly showed that-he worked hard all the time. This
was revealing co me.

One important find was that classroom occurrences' are not always

what they seam to be. WhertNwaexpected discoveries like these occurred,

teachers were prompted to realise -that there were other related questions

that needed to be asked= questions -- can I 'devise . ways of

ensuring that when children are apparently working, tasks that are

set for them are in fact meaningful ?'. For the teacher, this i ted-a



significant next step to be taken. For the observer, it was an initation

to ask himself equally significant questiOns such as, 'Do the children

have to be sitting up straight'and working industriously, to be learning?'

Other teachers made important discoveries about their interpeisonal

relations, and how the clinical supervision mcAel might need to be

changed so as not to interfere with important human relationships.

Learning that clinical supervision could work in secondary schools as

well as in a range of situations in primary schools; that it had uses in

social situations outside classrooms (such es teachers' meetings); that

it made unexpected demands on personal and interpersonal resources; that

it sometimes required learning about data gathering skills; that it often

depended on altering timetables; that it required the goodwill of other

colleagues; and, that it involved adding more tasks to already crowded

work schedules - were all inescapable lessops for teachers who

experimented
with clinical supervision. Not all these experiences were

A.i,

endearing it was true. Some experiences were trying, others unpleasant,

still others frust4tihg and disappointing. But regaidleas of impact,

'.the crucial factor was that participants were able to convey to each

other peracnal knowledge gained through participation in the program.

The ideas canvassed were ones that had been tested out in practice.

Moving beyond the stage of talking or speculating about what clinical

supervision would add up to when tried, gave a great deal of credibility

and authority to the teacher-to-teacher exchanges that took place at the

reflection workshop. Personal impressions, chastened by compariion with

others' experiences, were powerful means of confirming the reliability of

each paison's contribution. uthentic and believable insights depended

to a large extent on the capa ity of teachers to present to each other,

'true to life' experiences.

Experience probably always precedes understanding: On this occasion

the expectation that participants would plunge in and actually try the

clinical supervision process, enabled them to know things about clinical

supervision that they could not have known otherwise. As one teacher

candidly put it:

I understand it a great deal better now that 2 have
actually done some clinical supervision There Cr.
benefits from observing and seeing the difficulties
involved in recordihg the data ...v it's all very well
to. read about those things, but to actually participate
and see the.benefita that come from it ..,

2&-.6;41A1



Process FeedbaL. On-Site: No amount of theory about, or practice with, a

new idea is likely on its own to guarantee incorporation of that j'areii

into a teacher's practice. Even where teachers develop facipty in using

a new skill in practice situations, this i$ Still insufficient. What is

required also is focussed feedback of a nomiludgemental, descriptive kind

that informs the teacher of the impact of the new strategy. In a word,

there is a need to provide for 'coaching' (Joyce and Showers, 1982) as

teachers experiment with new ideas likeeclinical supervision.

In our project, not all of the schools and participants we started

with stayed with us. Some soon decided to abandon the experiment; that

was a decision they were free to make. Those who decided to continue

were offered additional support as they Continued experimenting with

clinical supervision. Our plan was to visit the sites where clinical

supervision was being tried, to observe the teachers using the process,

to collect data about their implementation of the supervisory process,

and to discuss this with them in a constructive way.

Despite our perception that what we j were doing was assisting

interested schools to learn more about the i4lementation Of the clinical

supervision process, it became apparent that our perceptions did not

always match those of our hosts. A number oeteachers had a considerably

less enchanting view of the purpose of our iekisitsi One impression was

that we were 'checking up' on schools, and creating a degree of pressure

on them to keep things moving. Mother was th expectation that we would

be 'hard' on people in the schools, hard to lease and hard to put up

with. Our initial perception that we would be regarded more convivially

was too naive. Of course we were 'creating pressure to keep things

moving, as well as attempting to respond to th needs of those teachers

prepared to persist with the innovation. But we were surprised by tile

inspectorial associations we evoked, and by the ay these caused us to be

regarded. We were especially surprised by th way attitudes to our

presence came out in one place as more than ild resentment and the,,

feeling that we were pushing people to do somet ing they were reluctant

to do. In another school same of the same worries emerged as a

perception that we would be rather tough, critic 14 and uncompromising.

Schools and teachers each have their own histo ies, but our evidence

suggested that a residue of anxiety and even uspicion continues to
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exist, and this makes outside change agents appear to be 'on the other

side' and opposed to teachers. Merely claiming to be responsive to

teachers' needs is not enough to dispel these doubts.

The extent to which we were able to down' thek reputations of

our inspectorial predecessors depended to a considerable extent on the

way in which our presence was construed. We were able to be most helpful

in those schools where the greatest time and effort had been devoted to

giving clinical superviSion a fair trial. We were least effective where

people felt obliged to go through with an initiative they found

burdensome and difficult to remain committed to in these schools our

presence was seen as having an evaluative intent.

In a number of situations the usefu'ness of the feedback provided

, during site-visitations was clear from the comments madt by teachers who.

had been through the experience. For one expeiienced teacher:

... the clinical supervision process is not yet a
permanent feature of this school. If it were to
become so, we could all benefit from the continued
encouragement and support we haw! received to date,
particularly in the early stages of implementation.

One teacher candidly admitted to being:
P

a little overawed (about the'idea of your visiting)
my room, ... there was a little apprehension and
uncertainty in my mind about what was going to happen.

Another teacher had two quite different sets of feelings before and after

the visitation:

I felt very anxious about your visit to see us in
action. Althdugh you tried to impress upon use that you
-just wanted to see the process as we were implementing
it,. I still felt rather threatened 666 Afkirwards
regretted havifig (expressed my anxiety) -/because I

actually found the (discussion) session with (you
about) clinical supervision quite onjoyalp.e. Thank
you for your-relaxed approach which helped as feel
quite at ease !.n the classroom and /during the
post-observation conference afterwards. /

Presentation to Coileaguest In those schools genuinely trying to find

out how clinical supervision wRrkedi5in practice, it was possible. to

overcome teachers, initial apprehension about what would happen when the



innovative work being attempted Was exposed to outside scrutiny.- Here it

was possible to offer assistance with various aspects of the clinical

supervision process (with practical data gathering methods, for example);

to provide encouragement and support to those struggling to master the

new process; to play a supportive role in reporting the progress of the

innovation to the school staff generally; and to suggest possible avenues

by. which clinical supervision could find a place in the future life of

the school.

None of that ,facilitation was possible in situations where clinical

supervision was not wanted. In those circumstances our presence was an

embarrassment; we were outsiders exerting unwanted pressure to complete

agreements previouply entered into to make things happen. People felt as

if they were responding to us, not the other way round.e.Our role \as

more or less determined in advance for us by those we thought we were

assisting and it was distorted out of recognition .in the process of

redefinition. We became apologists-for clinical supervision in a hostile

environment, and nobody benefited from' the experience. One participant

who did not go beyond the workshop phase, failed to appreciate the

supportive intent behind our visit:

I can't see the point in your coming in tosee what's
happening at all. If we are having trouble, yes,
can see that But I can't see the point of you coming
in to.eee the pkocess at work.

The coMparative persPecti've made possible by considering developments

across 'a number of schools indicated illuminating relationshipi between

the success of the experiment with clinical supervision and the context

in which the innovation was attempted. Of the contextual factors that

strike us as most significant, the involvement of the principal. stands

out as vitally important. The way the principal associated himself with

the new venture iii each case had a decisive effect on either making or

breaking the innovation.- All principals made it possible for teachers

from their schoots to attend the induction and reflection workshops.

Where teachers wished, the prindiials also made it possible for teachers

to take advantage of our consultancy services d our visits to

nchools. Enabling teachers to be involved in t first instance, and

then to continue to be involved,. was of course an essential facilitating

role. neyond that generality, however, the pattern was less uniform and



it is possible to identify three distinct styles of principal involvement.

the first style might be described as 'implicit Support' for the clinical

supervision initiative; the second as.'active ,upport'; and the third as

'negative support'.

'implicit support' might be pprtrayed as the principal saying to the

clinical supervision 'pioneers' an his staff:

.I have no objection to your trialling this new idea.
You should go ahead with mtateVer it it; you want to do.,.
feeling you have my approval and support.

Underpinning this approach is a belief in the maturity and autonomy of

staff members and a recongition of their professional competence. It

represents cooperation between a principal and his colleagues and a

willingness to permit innovative active members of staffs, to make their

own running.' Implicit support do no owever, include, active

involvemtnt in the project. It therefor of making a

principal appear uninterested in the innovation taking place within the

school. This is always a danger that someone operating behind the scenes

has to consider. Taking a ldw profile can be interpreted as lack of

interest, especially where interest is gauged in terms of active

involvement', explicit statements of support, and tangible signs of

interest. Innm ion- 'v founder when teachers feel that what they are

attempting lacks adequate support from the scpai,l's leadership.

'Active support' is open to less misinterpretion about the principal's

regard for an innovation. It encompasses- a variety of expressions of

interest in the work of teachers of introducing changes, -such as. clinical

supervision, into a school. It goes further than symbolic involvement.

Active support means collaboration, it means the principal actually

becoming inyolved with teachers in makTng change happen. it spans getting

his hands dirty, as it were. Talking with teachers about the changes

they are struggling to make, registering the value of their efforts with

colleagues in public forums such u staff meetings, choosing to involve

popular and competent staff members in new pushes - those are all

necessary when it comes to creating the sort of climate in which teachers

can feel that working to renew their professional practice is worth

doing. Sven more important. than verbal support cif this kind, however,

may be the extent to which a principal evolves 'himself alongside his
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teachws. When a principal is also prepared to throw himself into work

his teachers are attempting, (for example, by taking classes so that

teachers can obtain time to "engage in the joint planning, actin, and

reflection that clinical supervision requires), then hes expresses

commitment to the innovation which words alone cannot \xpress. When

carefully plans and 44ages a staff° meeting for

enabling innovators to share thei. practical'

a

he

e express purpose of

fi

,:olleagues, he does the same thing. And he font

ings with their,

r confirms his

commitment to practical improvement when he agrees t7. act as an observer

or data gatherer for one of his colleagues.,
4,1,0

'Negative support', on the other hand conveys the ambiguity and

ambivalence of situations in which: action can be interpreted as

conflicting with rhetoric. It might be described like this. Imagine a
_

Young inexperienced teachers, might be able to learn
something from this clinical supoiViei01. theyrnigUt
get to know some plf the important practical teaching
skills they should have been given during their
training. Clinical supervision is only likely to, be
useful fot beginning teachers. There's nothing in it
for experienced practitioners.

principal talking to one or two selected ',volunteers':

The basic difficulty with this approach is thatit stigmatises Users of

the innovation. Adopting the .change becomes a say of admitting

difficulties in a situation where having difficulties with teaching is

assumed to be an abnormality. The more the view is espoused that

clinical supervision is a treatment that only incompetent teachers need

to undertake, the less it is that teachers will want to be
,

identified with the innovation. The problem is! wmpoundid if time

constraints and other praC idav difficulties that have to be attended to

if the experiment is to

unsyMpathetically. . I

'collaboration' with out

hope of being successful, are construed

is exacerbated further if the notion of

dors, such as university consultants, takes on

the moaning of co-operation with those interfering with school affairs,

and it becomes insoluble if confrontational situations arise where

exponents of clinical supervision know that supporting the innovation

moans alienation from one's work-mates. 'None of this is a'formula for

success.



Sane Emerging. Understandings

If we can summarise our findings!

.There is little evidence to suggest that oppressive forms of

supervision and surveillance of teachers actually produces any desiied

effect. Rather, the reverse appears to be Sibe. It is not sufficient

either to !triple that the mere absence of oppression equates with

processes of enlightenment, growth and development of teachers.

Our Wyk led us to the conclusion thAt trust, colleagiility and

collaboration are seriously violated if teachers are co-erced into

processes like clinical'supervision. '' While teachers stand to pain from

involvement in processes-of this kind regardless of length of teachi'hg

experience, it must also ber a6nowledged that it may not have equal
A

appeal for all teachers. Where they 67s, decide to give it a try, they

appreciate the'oPpdrtunity of exploring its implications with a trusted

colleague In a workshoe situation that has as its focus the 'back at

school situation'. After they ve made the first tentative trials,

teachers benefit from'sharing their concerns and experiences with other

colleagues at the same stage of implementation and experimentation.

Supportiveness cow Di various forms. Teachers trying new ideas

need understanding, support and encouragement (in more than words) from

the' principals in their,schools. Providing the time for it to happen. is

alp; obvious form of _assistance. ;ettllg the process started and

sustaining it requirestassistancessencouragement and feedback from others

outside of the school. - /- A W
Above all we are convinced that clinical superyislon provides a

powerful moans of converting ideas into action. By Providing a way of

actually trialling new Weise it overcomes many aspects of personal and

social inertia which prevent change from too trim. Imperionce providis

meaningful pereonalknowledge which moves 'chins beyond the stage of:0

merely guessing, speculating or imagining wh
/e
t,will happen when they pup

an innovation 'in place. Getting in innovation off the ground is no
. .

guarantee that it will seer, but passing the take-off stage at,..least
N.

provides meamingful knowledge of what it is like to fly.



We are-sensitive .to the fact that

exposing cosmetic changes, and can prove

circumstances where changes are misunderstood,

rejected 'prematurely. Respd1sive in-servfc

respond. to what teacher relieve needs to be o

well understood for whg they are. Assitsting to

diagnose practical problems of importance io them,

exercise discretionary control, is an ideal

1.

such programs-also. have a way of

io be unComfoCtable in

adopted symbolically, or

programs that intend to

are not' universally

hers to identify and

over which they

capable of being

misconstrued. Responsiveness can still be regarded as a camouflaged

means of-'pushing teachers around'. Schools can Sdopt or reject changes;

they can engage in critical enquiry about their' work,. or complacently

continue with habitual practices= tbuscan be open to new ideas, or cling

to what hai always been done; they can seek to understand anItidge'the

gap between their rhetoiic and their, reality, 'or they can live with

incoherence and contradiction. Decisions about the life of schotas it

most practical purOoseA, are node within them. Co-operation is learly

the key. Without the active co-operation of teachers, principals,

superintendents, consultants, regional in-service organisers and othe-s,

the scheme cannnot work. Voluntary involvement is the nature of

school-controlled in-service education, and 00-operation` the only

congruent way of working with others.
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